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ABSTRACT

This report presents a semiempirical curve for use in designing

socketed connections su jected to plire bending. This type of connection is

freque-ntly used in rudder and control surface connections on surface ships

and submarines. The curve is for use only within a limited range of param-

eters considered of imnediate interest to the Bureau of Ships. These include

the depth of penetration of the shaft into the socket, the thickness of the

socket wall, the presence of relief in the socket wall, and the type of attach-

ment of the stock to the socket. ,-6 ztesig ci-,e was oic-blned by meahu.'.;

strains at discrete locations on the socketed connection loaded in pure bending.

The tests were repeated as the various parameters were changed. The resulting

design curve enables the user to predict the maximum flexural stress in the

socketed connection with a stock penetration of one stock diameter or more.

INTRODUCTION

One of the problems facing the ship designer is the socketed connection, a type used

in sh.p construction. Two examples of its use are in the connection of rudders to their

stocks and in the conrection of diving planes to their stocks. Most of these designs require

the insertion of a tapered shaft into a matching socket. The shaft is secured either by a nut

on the end of the shaft or by a tapered key driven through the assembly.

At the present time. most designs call for a penetration of 2 or 2 12 stock diameters.
-... d.... -- .. , th s.urface friction of the joint, the two pieces must be fitted so that the)

have a metal-to-metal contact of at least 80 percent. This necessitates machining both the

tapered end of the stock and the inside of the socket to a very smooth finish (16 rms or bett r)

and usually requires hand finishing during assembly. Considering the sizes involved on sonic
of the newer ships. it is obvious that such an assembly is both large and very costly. The

problem was aggravated by the hull shape and the use of large single propellecs %ith shaft,-,

of large diameter developed for USS ALBACORE and subsequent submarines. These hulls,

which narrow towcrd a point at the stern, do not have sufficient space for the penetrations

desired. Thus, considerable interest has been shown in improving the socketed connection

desig.,. particulakN along the lines o' malung the as sembly smaller and lighter.

Because of the need fur a design procedure for this type of structure, the David Taylor

Model Basin was requested I to determine the governing do. ,it criteria for this ty'.e of joint

under pure bending. Specifically, the investigatior was to determine:

a. If the entire joint assembly should be treated as tLvo interacting beams or as a single

monolithic 4tructure.

1References are listed on parr' 21



b. If there is any appreciable difference in the strength of the joint when the middle third

of the tapered fit is relieved.

c. The variation in ie strength of the joint as the length of the taper engagement is

varied from 1,'2 to 3 stock diameters.

d. The difference in cost between a rudder nut and a taper key connection.

\ccordingly, tests were conducted at the Model Basin in 1960 and 1961 to in'estigate
the above requirements. This report presents the results of an investigation conducted on

model scale and includes the effects of stock penetration, yoke* %all thickness, relief, and

type of stck attachment (rudder nut or tapered key). Within the limits of the investigation,

.ome basic conclusions about the design methods are drawn.

DESCRPTION OF MODELS

The experimental program employed scaled models of typical socketed connections.

The models were designed so that it would be possible to investigate the effects of different
stock penetrations, types of connections, yoke wall thicknesses, and relief. Since the pro-

posed new stern arrangement of USS ALBACORE 2 (AGSS 569) was of particular interest, it

was used as the basic structure for scaling the models.

All the models had the same ge ieral configuration and consisted of two shafts or
stocks made of 4140 steel. Materia! properties are given in Table 1. In general, the models

were scaled to one-fourth the size proposed

TABLE 1 for ALB CORE. The model stock diameters

were 4 1,'2 in. Each stock had a 2 inft of
diameter taper on one end, and the two stocks

Tensile Compressive joined by a yoke as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Piece Y -e"Ultime Yield The tapered surfaces were ground to provide a,
Spsi pSi sI least 80 percent contact of the yoke with the

Yoke 1 42,500 S3,100 43,100 stocks. The stocks were attached to the yoke

Yole 2 41,900 93,500 45,400 either by a tappred key or by a rudder nut,

Yoke 3 42,900 94,000 44,200 as shown in Figure 3. One of the Noke wall
Yoke 4 - - 48,5J0 thicknesses was scaled from that proposed for

Stock 1 1 82,900 111,200 95,500 ALBA\CORE and a second yoke sceled to 0.6 I

Slrck 2 80,600 1G8,800 90,600 thickness was made to determine the effect-

of reduced yoke wall thickness. Duplicate

models were made to determine the effect of
adding a relief to the mildle third of the yok,

excep, at 1 1 '4-diameter 1,-netration.

Throughout this report, the piece with the internal iapered sockets will be refered t, as the yoke.
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Pertinent dimensions for all models are given in Table 2. To economize on model
co~0~,~I~t.~Lus , t~o basic stocks and four yokes were systemrticall modified during the
course sf testing to provide the required variations in parameters for the 18 models listed in

T.'.e 2.

TABLE 2

Principal Test Dimensions

F I"
~D

Model A B C 0 E F G H K L
Number in. in. in. in. I n. I in. in. in. in. in.

1 131/2 or
3Oia 1/2 11/4 151/4 121/2 11/8 30 21/8 63/4 21/2

131/2 or
3 Dia 1/2 11/4 151/4 121/2 11/16 30 21/8 57/8 21/2

5 41/2cr 91/2 11/4 151/4 21/8
6 1Dia 3/4 1 61/4 31/2 11/8 30 35/8 63/4 21/2

7 41/2or 91/2 11/4 151/4 21/8
8 1Dia 3/4 1 6 1/4 31/2 11/16 30 35/8 57/8 2 1/2

9 21/4 or
10 1/2 Dia 113/4 11/4 151/4 15/8 11/8 30 21/8 63/4 21/2

11 21/4 or
12 1/2 Dia 11 3/4 1 1/4 15 1/4 1 5/8 11/16 30 21/8 5 7/8 2 1/2

13 5 '8 or
14 11/4Dia 0 77/8 13 1/2 23/4 11/8 22 3/4 41/2 63/4 21/2

15 5 5/6 or
16 11/4D a 0 77/8 131/2 - 11/8 22 3/4 41/2 63/4 21/2

17 5518cor 23/4
1 l/4Oia 0 7/8 13/2 3 11/8 22 3/4 41/2 63/4 21/2

10



!NSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURE

Prior to testing, each model was instrumented w ith strain gages as sh~on in Figure 4.

Two basic groups of gages were useud. The first group was used to compare longitudinal

bending strains in the stock and yoke with theory andi to check the symmetry of loading. rhe

second group was used to measure the face strainF in order tu determine bearing btresse..

Note: When Rudder Nut Was

Intumne In

Foce 1+7 Ol

45*9

On Models 1-4Ol

Figure 4 Strain Gage Locations for Socketed Joint Connections

Eac!h model was tested in tho 600,000-lb testing machine. The L'asic test setup i."

shown in Figure 5. The extrenme ends of the model were supported on knife edges. The

modlel was subjecten to pure boniding across the test section by applying the load through

the loading beam. The loading beam was used to keep the load syinmetrit . No torque )r

shear was applied at in(, %oko.

The test ol ouci. nmoilel consisted of loading the model in itmcrenioen.' of 1000 or

2000 lb). %1l strain gages were road a( each incrementl of load. This p~rocedure %ds CkM

tinued until a maximum strain of 1000 pimn, in. was obseried. The test %rk stopped a( 0.-

point since no ) ieldng t uldl ,t permitted because the arious pte~v., %or(, iA I"' us.d% agitin.

7
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This procedure was tollowed on all: tests listodin Tabh'3.
Up to this poititall tosting-was static. lloweveriLhereis considerable vibration of~th

stocks in a ship due to hull fieqjuency, blade -frequency, shaft speed, etc. The amnplitude an(
frequency ofthis vibration varies considerably from ship to shL'p, and no given vibratory



TABLE 3

Test Schedule

Model Penetration in
Test Number* Number stock diameters Yoke Relief Attachment

3LTR 2 3 Number 1 thick yes Taper Key
3STR 4 3 Number 1 thin yes Taper Key
XLT 1 3 Nu-mber 2 thick no Taper Key

M3 3 Number 3 thin no Taper Key
1.25LT 13 1 1/4 Number 2 thick no Taper Key
1.25LN 15 1 1/4 Number 2 thick no Rudder Nut
1.25(. )LT 17 1 1/4 Number 2 thick no Taper Key
1.25(90)LN 18 1 1/4 Number 2 thick no Ruddei Nut
1.25(A)LT 14 1 1/4 Number 2 thick no Taper Key
1.25(A)LN 16 1 1/4 Number 2 thick no Rudder Nut
1LTR 6 1 Number 4 thick yes Taper Key
1STR 8 1 Number 4 thin yes Taper Key
ILT 5 1 Number 2 thick no Taper Key
1ST 7 1 Number 3 thin no Taper Key
0.5LT 9 1/2 Number 2 thick no Taper Key
0.5ST 11 1/2 Number 7 thin no Taper Key
0.5LTR 10 1/2 Number 2 thick jyes Taper Key
0.5STR 12 1/2 Number 2 thin jyes ITaper Key

The meaning of the test number is as follows

1.25 - Number of stock diameters of penetration of stocks into yoke.
(90) - Special consideration - (A) indicates tests run .fter vibration

of assembly, (90) indicates taper key turned vertical instead
of on neutral axis.

L - Thickness of yoke - L is thick, S is thin.
T - Type~ c( attachment - T Is taper key, N Is rudder nut.
R - Relief.

loadir., can be con,,.idored as roproseritative for all ships. llowo~ or, it was felt that vibration

should not be neglected. Acc'ordinglv, a random sinusoidal vibration with a maximumn alter-
nating force of ± 1000 lb and a maximumn froquenc) of 25 cps %%as applied to the center of the
model by means of a Lazan3 oscillator. This v ibrator.N loadl was applied for 8 hr to a thick
yoke model having R depth of penetration of 1 1, 1 irlitrr. The model usped had a tnpereui
key in one qtock and a rudder nut in the other stock 'Ienine loads %%ere aiplied to the flod&e

beforc and after vibration andl the strains were con.nred.

9



TEST RESULTS

The bending strains measured on the extreme fiber of the yoke during these tests are
converted to stresses directly from the following equation:

o=EE [11

where a is stress in psi,
E is modulus of elasticity in psi, and

e is strain in in/in.

The resulting stresses for the models with tapered key are plotted in Figures 6 through 12.
Figure 13 compares the stresses resulting from a tapered ke: coihection with those resulting
from a rudder nt.( connection. All these strains were taken at an applied noment of 75,000

in-lb. This was the highest moment that could be safely applied to all rmodels without causing
yielding. Irk each of these figures the theoretical stresses, computed by assuming the structur(
to be monolithic, were also plotted. These were computed from the equation:

Mc

I

where a is the stress in psi,

M is applied moment in inzIb,

I is moment of inertia in4 , and
r is the distance from the neutral axis to the extreme fiber in inches

An examination of Figures 6 through 13 indicates differences between the theoretical

and experimental bending stresses. The differences become quite large as the length of

penetration is reduced. The results shown in these figures are summarized in Table 4 which
indicates the maximum experimentally determined stress, the corresponding theoretical stress
computed by Equation [21, and the correction factor A', which is thG ratio of these two stresses

The variation of K with penetration is plottei in Figure 14. It must be noted that all the re-
sults are based on Equation [II. This is not strictly correct when the depth of penetration is
very small or when the yoke is very thin. Under these conditions there may also be some high
ci.iumferentia; stresses. This is evident by the sign reversal in the bottom fiber of the small
depth of penetration models. No allowance was made fL this since it was felt that the stroe

sos were small compared to the maximum bending and that their effects were accounted for its
the correction factor. This is one reason for limiting the use of Figure 14 to one-liiam ter

penetration or morn.
Other types of du.x also collected during the tests included face stresses (Tables 5

and 6) and bonding results oefore and after vibration (Figure 15). One result of the vibration
tests was that the rudder nut was loose at the end of the 8 hr of vibration.

Text continued on page 18.)
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TABLE 5

Face Stresses at a Moment of 75,000 In-Lb
All stresses in psi; all angles in deg.
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rABLE G

Face Stresses Measured during Maximum Loading Test
The stresses shown n this table are determined elastically from measwred strains. Therefore stresses above

SO,OAO ps are not valid.

Ioen Key End Nut End
Ira.. 'in trptp n'g Is. Stresses, psI

IA - 68,000 k - 7,.000

a +152,000 A +157.000
B - 82,000 B + 70,000
b +136,000 b +219,000

Sd 900,000 C - 40,000 C - 3,1100D - 12,000 C + 71,000
0 + 3.000 t -d ,34,000 d -

A 0 A + 10,000a + 49000 a + 47,500

B - 6.500 B + 17,000
b + 38,000 b + 38,000

540,000 C - 6,600 C + 1.000
C - 2,000 c + 34.500
0 + 4,000 0 -
d +17,000 d

lndicates gage location in dia __m.

SOO--

200 -

I I Na±t7

Ke, *p , u

-I

II

II
Lilta. V~bIGtlOe... Alia€ VibtIoe ...

leO e

Seobaa O Of Yohe ,Dle;Inr4A of Yoko

0 2 4 6 i o 2 4 6 i

Ho,11"16I 0istance IN k"1

Figure 15 - Effects of Vibration on Top Fiber Strains of the Yoke
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The final test was t~aken to failure. The results of this test are shown in Figures 16

through 21.

Figure ~ ~ .16-Mdlafe aiu ApidLa

' 2 A

Shiolhpe of Model 1

Figure 17 - Sketch of Damage to Model
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Figure 18 - Closeup of Damage to Tapered Key
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Figure 20 - Deflection of hlead V.! Testing Machine versus Applied Load
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Figure 21 - Bonding Stresses in 1 1A'-Diamoter Penetration, *rbick-WaIl Yoke,
at a Momeont of 540,000 In.Lb
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The models were disassembled after each test. To get some idea of the joint friction
developed, one stock was removed from the assembly by loading the model in tension in the

testing machine. The loads required to remove the stock from the yoke are kablulated below.

Penetration Load
stock diameter pounds

3 15,000 ± 1,000
1 1/4 not removed
1 7,500 500

1/2 5,000 500

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The pertirkJnt results obtained from this program are summarized in Figure 14. Within
the limits imposed by the experimental program, this curve can be used to predict the maxi-
mum bending stresses in a socketed connection. These limits are as follows:

1. The stock must penetrate the yoke no less than 1 stock diamet3r.
2. The minimum yoke wall thickness must be no less than 0.15 stock diameter.

3. No torques or shear stresses are applied across the yoke.
4. The taper ratio is 2 in/ft of diameter.

5. If relief is provided, no more than the middle third of the yoke may be relieved.

Although these Lmitations do not necessarily precludo the successful design of other

Cunnumtions, they do indicate that any great departure from them would require additional

experimentr, verification.

Within these limitations, the bending stresses can be computed from the equations

o 5 2.5 T when 1<0<3.7 [3a]

or

a - when 0>3.7 (3b]
I

where is the stock penetration ja stock diameters ard o, H, , and I are defined in Equation

(21. Fquations [3] kre valid only in th9 elastic range.

As expected, the 1/2.diameter thin-wall yoke reached the 1000 p in/in, limit at a lower
load than any of the other models. This load was equivalent to an applied moment of 75,000

in-lb (35 percent of the design load for USS ALBACORE). Since this is the highest moment
that could be applied to ono model, it is the moment that should be used for comparison pur-

poses. Therefore, the stra.is observed in oach model at 75,000 in-lb are presented. Since the
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model with the thick-wall yoke having a 1-diameter depth of penetration was scaled from the

proposed ALBACORE design, it was also subjected to the proposed design moment, 210,000

in-lb, and the resulting strains were measured.

Several attempts weri made to calculate the face stresses listed in Tables 5 and 6.

However, this was abandoned as impractical because of the large number of variables present.

Within the test limits, none of the bearing stresses are hig:i enough to cause concern but they

should be considered in any extreme dcsign.

During the majority of these tests, the tapered key was on the neutral axis so that the

extreme fiber strains would not be influenced locally by this key. Since this is not the normal

orientation, one test was run with a model rotated 90 deg to determine any adverse effects

from testing at the unusual orientation. Figure 13 indicates that there are no adverse effects

provided there is enough area to prevent a shear failure at th- h:eyway.

No difference in cost figures between the rudder nut and the tapered key types of
assemblies can be presented except on the model scale. It took about twi,.t: as long to fabri-

cate and assemble the key end as it did the nut end although the material costs are about the

same for the two assemblies.

When the final test was run, it was decided to investigate the effects of gross overload

and test to failure. It was hoped to learn something about the failure mechanism of a joint of

this nature. As the test progressed, however, it became apparent that the model was ductile

enough that it would just bend excessivcly. At a load of 119,000 lb, which corresponds to a

moment of 1,300,000 in-lb, the deflection was so great that the joint was considered oper-

ationally useless. Examination of the model after the load was removed showed the model to
be badly deformed (Figures 16 and 17). The disassembled model revealed that the machined

fit was badly distorted (Figure 16) and the tapered key was bent (Figure 18). No apparent
thread damage was observed at the nut end.

The floxural stresses obtained during these tests are shown in Figure 19 for a moment
of 900,000 in-lb. 1lthough this moment was only two-thirds of tne maximum applied moment,

it was chosen since it was about the highest load at which most gages were still operative.

It is noted that the data of Figure 19 do not fit the curve of Figure 14 due to yielding. flow-
Aver, by using a plot of head deflection versus load (Figure 20), it is possible V t some idea

of the onset of yielding in the model. If the flexural stresses are plotted for ,ment of

520,000 in-lb, the onset of yield as shown by the head deflection (Figure 20), the results are

compatible with those of Figure 14. To provide additional data, the results obtained in tnis
way are plotted in Figure 14. The slight discrepancy is attributed to experimental scatter

and nonsymmetry of loading.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on the data from these tests the following conclusions are drawn:
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1. It is possible to predict the flexural stresses, within design accuracy, for a socketed

connection loaded in pure bending if the stock penetrates the yoke at least one stock diameter.

2. It is impractical to predict the stresses on the face of the yoke. Hlowaver, within the

range of parameters considered in these tests, the face stresses are not large enough to

cause concern.

3. Relief does not significantly affect the bending stresses in the yoke.

4. The bending stresses are about the same whether the rudder nut or the tapered key

is used.

5. The 1 1/4-diameter model began to yield at a moment of 520,000 in-lb, but it was able

to -,ustain a moment of 1,300,000 in lb without breaking. However, the bearing surfaces were

badly deformed and a permanent deflection of approximately 1/2 in. was observed.

6. On the model ocale, the cost of fabricating the nut was about hatf that of tho key.

However, this may be entirely different for full scale.

RECOMMENDATIONS

If a considerable amount of design work outside the scope of this program is planned,

it is recommended that additional experimental work be done. This shoulJ be designed to

extend the curves of Figtre 14 particularly in terms of yoke thickness and taper ratio.
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